CARGO 10
One TMK is a digital exchange that gives you, as brokers, fast access to our specialist
insurance products direct from your desk. The fully automated process enables you to
quote and bind business online in real time, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Cargo 10 is an easy-to-access cargo insurance policy available through the One TMK digital
platform. In only ten questions you can get a real-time quote, and bind the policy instantly.
The platform uses bespoke wordings and system-generated documentation to give you and
your clients fast access to specialist cargo cover.

We can cover the following risks without referral:

The benefits of One TMK Cargo 10

££Cargo,

Good coverage

stock throughput and assured’s own goods in transit risks

££Inland

transit risks within the UK only. Subject matter may range
from general manufactured goods, commercial/industrial/household
electronics, clothing, chemicals, mechanical machinery, lumber and
sawn timber, ambient food, drinks and alcohol

££An

££World

££Worldwide

to world voyages, including cross voyages which may not
even touch the UK during the shipment process

££Total

annual sendings value, or turnover, up to GBP50m.

easy to understand broad limit, all risk cover policy, with built
in limits for own vehicles, tools and samples within engineers’
and sales representatives’ vehicles, postal sendings, unspecified
storage locations and exhibitions (UK and rest of world)
coverage

££Stock

throughput capabilities over multiple locations
including overseas.

Quick and easy to use
££Quick

and simple to use with only ten questions to answer

££Immediate

production of quotation or policy documentation

££System

produced debit notes

££Quotes

valid for 30 days

££Fast

mechanism for binding high volumes of cargo policies

££Calculated

on total annual sendings or annual turnover figure
– no need to provide an in-depth split in sendings

££Flexible

If you would like to access this product, please visit our digital exchange at
www.onetmk.com, where you will be asked to complete a short application form.
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